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EDITORIAL
 Many members will have attended the Leyland 120 gathering in July and will 
no doubt agree that it was a really splendid and most enjoyable event.  The Society 
sales stalls had a bumper day as did the British Commercial Vehicle Museum and the 
Ribble Vehicle Preservation Trust, and not only that, the weather was kind to us.  
 There was a good turnout, including a small but interesting number of pre-
war vehicles.  There were several vehicles not seen before including a very nicely 
restored Massey bodied Titan PD1 from Birkenhead.   Pride of place must surely go 
to Stephen Hubbuck’s Stoneham Motor Services Leyland RAF type and a special 
thank you should be given to Steve for going to all the trouble of getting the vehicle 
ready, only having mounted the body on the chassis the week before, and bringing 
it such a long way on the low-loader.  The vehicle has an interesting history, bought 
originally to transport Russian evacuees, and later in its life providing living accom-
modation for a harem in a timber yard - enough said for the moment, but this will be 
the subject of a separate article in a future edition of Leyland Torque.
 I had the privilege to be allowed to drive the Lincolnshire Vintage Vehicle 
Society’s Leyland Lion LSC1 into the town centre and back and was very impressed 
by its performance – no wonder that Leyland Motors outsold all of its competitors in 
the 1926-29 period with this type of vehicle.
 Please do your best to get to the Society’s AGM on the 7th November in Cov-
entry. We have quite a relaxed and informal meeting with plenty of opportunity for 
friendly chats and, of course, a speaker who this year will be David Burnicle, a former 
senior manager at Leyland – hope to see you there.

      Mike Sutcliffe, Editor
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 There was an interesting selection of vehicles to be seen at Leyland on 11th 
July gathered to mark 120 years of designing and building road vehicles in the town. 
Our pictures show just four entries of interest. Despite early morning showers, the day 

Above is HO 8312, a RAF type under restoration. Most of the body is original, and a separate 
article is to be published on this one. Below is Ribble No. 452, one of the R.V.P.T. collection which 
gave rides between the show ground and the BCV Museum.           (Ron Phillips)
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Above is a nicely restored Beaver with LAD cab in the livery of William Hunter, of Tarleton.
(Photo by Eric Muckley) Below is externally restored Birkenhead Corporation Leyland PD1 No. 
105 (BG 9225)  with distinctive Massey raked-front bodywork.      (Photo by Ron Phillips)

was to turn out bright (a blessing in this very wet summer) and all parties involved 
deemed it a success. The Society must extend its thanks to Paccar (owners of the 
Leyland Truck factory) for use of their vehicle park, and to the Ribble Vehicle Pres-
ervation Trust for providing a service of buses linking the show site and the BCVM, 
and a second service between the show site and the steam railway museum at the 
Preston docks.



 Following the success at the Liverpool Trials held in May 1898, the pace of 
the Steam Wagon building at the Lancashire Steam Motor Co gathered momentum.  
Two further wagons were built in 1898, one a 15cwt luggage van, also known as a 
“Sporting Brake” capable of carrying 6 passengers, and the other was a one ton van 
built for Messrs. Peek Frean & Co, Biscuit Manufacturers, Liverpool.  The body of 
this van was 8ft 6in x 5ft and 5ft 6in high, with an unladen weight of 1 ton, 10cwts.  
Both of these vehicles had front mounted vertical boilers, which were protected by 
a neat curved front apron.  Like the fi rst one-ton van of 1896 and the four-ton Lurry, 
both had “cart type” wheel hubs, which were the last of this type to be employed by the 
company.  They probably carried Works Nos. 3 and 4 but this is only speculation.
 The next wagon to be constructed arose out of the success of the 1898 Liv-
erpool Trials where, at the end of the Trials, Liverpool Corporation ordered a 4-ton 
tip wagon to hold 6 cubic yards, and this was delivered on the 26th January 1899.  
Before describing this wagon further it is necessary to retell an account of an inter-
esting journey to Paris by the early Leyland Motor Wagons.  The following account 
was written by James Sumner and published in The Commercial Motor in December 
1906 and it is repeated here.

The Trials of the Road, by James Sumner
An account of an interesting journey to Paris by Early Motor Wagons

 In the autumn of 1898, a gentleman, now well known in the commercial world, 
approached one of the early builders of steam motor vehicles in the north, and much 
against the wish and advice of the makers, bought a 3-ton steam wagon and a 1-ton 
steam van, which were nearing completion.  He entered them for competition in the 
annual Trial of Commercial Motors at Versailles, in France and, at the same time, 
engaged three men to go with the vehicles as drivers etc. (These three men would 

  

 Mike Sutcliffe continues the story - Part VII
OIL FIRED STEAM WAGONS

The Liverpool Corporation 4 ton wagon in rebuilt form as a water spraying wagon and 
with coke fi red boiler, carrying registration K1501 which it was issued in December 
1903, at the commencement of vehicle registrations.  (Liverpool Engineer’s Dept.)



have included James Sumner and Wm. Lowe (later to become HQ Works Manager) 
and another, plus of course, the “well known gentleman”).  The larger wagon had 
not even gone through its preliminary tests, and the very fi rst time it ran out of the 
Works was when it started on its trip to London by road.  The idea of shipment by 
rail was abandoned in order to save time and to get the machines into good running 
condition.  They were, therefore, hastily fi nished and preparations made for an early 
start on what proved to be, a very eventful trip.  
 I will not say, “when all was ready a start was made” because we set out before 
“all was ready”.  About 3 o’clock on a Thursday afternoon, we turned our faces – and 
the fronts of the vehicles – towards the south.  The weather was the fi rst thing to give 
trouble; about two hours after starting, it commenced to rain heavily, just as it was 
getting dark.  I was driving the heavy motor, which led the way, and left the wheel 
to my assistant for a minute while I put my overcoat on.  A moment later we came 
to a portion of the road that had lately been “up” for sewerage purposes, and before 
I could grasp the steering wheel the near-side front wheel struck the soft ground and 
dropped right in, up to the axle for, owing to the rain, the place was like a puddle.  
This was a nice beginning; we were in the drenching rain; the vehicle weighed over 
three tons, and we had no jack.  However, as luck would have it, there were plenty 
of planks about, which had been used by the workmen; these were employed effec-
tively, and after about three hours solid work in the rain, slush and soft ground, got 
the wagon on the hard road again.  Looking carefully over the vehicle and fi nding 
nothing amiss, we prepared to make another start.  
 The original intention had been to travel all night but, as we were so thoroughly 
wet through, we decided to put up at the next town, dry our clothes, refresh ourselves, 
and continue on our way the following morning.  On the second day both machines 
behaved splendidly, and everything went fairly well until nightfall, when the large 
wagon began to go badly and take far too much steam.  In the afternoon, having taken 
in water of a rather doubtful character, we had been troubled by the boiler priming 
rather badly, and I began to fear that particles of scale and dirt had been carried, by 
the wet steam, to the cylinders, and that they had done some damage.  The precau-
tion of blowing off the boiler and steam pipes, after one hour’s steaming, to clear 
them of these injurious properties had been neglected, owing to our haste.  The night 
was of just the opposite character to the previous one, being clear and bright, so we 
decided to stop and make an examination.  We found that things were worse than 
we expected; the high pressure slide valve and its seating were badly cut and scored.  
We had a few tools with us, so we set to work in the moonlight to reface the working 
surfaces, as well as could be done under such conditions, and we were ready to start 
off again about 11pm.  The wagon travelled along much better, but our good luck 
only lasted about an hour – at midnight we ran into the densest fog I have ever seen 
out of London.  It was so bad we could not see more than a yard or two in front of us, 
so my assistant had to get down, take one of the lamps and walk in front.  Even then, 
I had often to stop while he ascertained what part of the road we were in, and which 
way to turn.  The small van followed, keeping close in order not to lose us.  It lost 
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itself, nevertheless, and we discovered it, after considerable search, in a dense bank 
of fog, half a mile behind.  Before morning came, we ran out of water.  In a strange 
country, and in the fog, we despaired of fi nding any.  However, we left the vehicles 
standing in the road, took the lamps and commenced a search, which presently proved 
successful.  A hundred yards further on we found a stream, but the water had got so 
low in the boiler that we had to carry a dozen buckets full, and pump them into it by 
hand, before it was safe to light the burners (both vehicles being oil-fi red) to raise 
steam to get to the water supply.  Daylight came at last, and with it more trouble; 
this time from the burners on the large wagon, in attending to which, one of the men 
had his right hand rather badly burnt; towards night, the high-pressure slide valve 
on the large wagon began to misbehave again.  Having got as far as Lichfi eld, we 
sought the friendly shelter of a hotel yard, made an examination, hunted up a local 
engineer, and got him to work, refacing the troublesome valve.  While he did this we 
took some much-needed refreshment and rest.  Owing to the slow progress made, 
the owner decided to send the wagons by rail to London, and, as they could not be 
sent from Lichfi eld, a detour was made to Birmingham, in the hope that we should 
be able to get the machines on board trucks at such a large station.  This was found to 
be impracticable; so after a short council of war, and the machines having run fairly 
well from Lichfi eld to Birmingham, the journey was continued by road and, with the 
exception for stops for paraffi n oil and water for the two motors and refreshments for 
ourselves, we ran on through the night, and next day, with but trivial mishaps.  
 Having got within about 25 miles of London, we were very anxious to com-
plete the journey before stopping, but as midnight approached, nature began to assert 
her claims, and, despite the noise of the vehicles, we all had the utmost diffi culty in 
keeping awake; in fact, the monotony of the slowly passing hedges and objects in the 
soft moonlight, seemed to have a particularly soothing effect on our jaded eyelids.  
Several times I dozed over the steering wheel, and waking up with a start, pulled the 
wagon up suddenly.  At last we had a regular startler: the wagon came to a standstill 
with a loud bang and bump. We had run against the stout stone wall of the bridge !  
We were now thoroughly aroused, and fi nding nothing more serious than a little paint 
knocked off, I determined to go on, and we arrived at our garage, in London, about 
3 o’clock on the Tuesday morning.  
 Soon after noon, Victoria Station was considerably alarmed and surprised to see 
a large 3-ton steam wagon driven on to a platform followed closely by a smaller van, 
and the look of consternation on the faces of the crowd was a thing to be remembered.  
We got both safely loaded on to trucks for Newhaven, but the wheels had to be taken 
off the large wagon to reduce the height suffi ciently to clear the railway gauge.  From 
Newhaven a small cargo steamer carried them to Dieppe, where, before the machines 
were landed, negotiations were in progress for their carriage to Paris, on trucks, by 
the next mail train.  
 At Dieppe, the tactics of the railway offi cials were amusing.  Numerous were 
the objections raised by these gentlemen; the owner, however, was evidently used 
to their little ways and knew how to settle with them.  First, one man came with a 
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measuring rod, and after carefully going over the vehicles, as they were loaded on 
the trucks, declared that the wagon was too high and could not possibly go.  I was 
puzzled to understand how this could be, as I understood there were no bridges or 
tunnels between Dieppe and Paris.  This was explained to the Frenchman, but he 
only declared and gesticulated the more wildly that it could not possibly go, so he 
was taken a little to one side, into the shadow of a large railway van, where some 
very effective explanation must have been given to him, as he came back in a very 
amiable mood.  I had to take a little bracket off, lowering the height by about half 
an inch and he declared, with that gracious air which a Frenchman can assume so 
well, that he would now pass it.  He had no sooner got away than another offi cial 
asserted, excitedly, that such large motors could not go by rail, as it was impossible 
to secure them suffi ciently to be safe; after another secret conclave, he had a second 
good look at it, and came to the conclusion that, if I would put two 3-inch nails in 
one of the scotches, both vehicles would be perfectly fi t to travel.  Half an hour after 
he had gone, another man in uniform came bustling up, asking for “le monsieur” and 
he entered into a fervent explanation to that gentleman that such large automobiles 
could not possibly go by the Boat Express.  Another mysterious conference was held, 
a little apart, which caused him to think of a rule which would allow such things to 
go by boat train under certain conditions - these were not explained!  
 We reached Paris early the following morning.  Versailles, where the competi-
tions were being held, was reached without further incident of note, and, arriving here, 
we found that we had to compete against such Herculean veterans as those made by 
De Dion-Bouton, Serpollet, Scotte etc., who had been able to build vehicles unre-
stricted by such laws as we had in force in this Country, at that time.  Consequently, 
in the struggle against these heavier and more powerful machines, the only point we 
gained over our rivals was in the evaporation tests, which were made at the conclu-
sion of the trials.  In these we were more than their match.
         J. SUMNER.

The “Sporting Brake” 15cwt van pictured when new in the same location as the fi rst “4 ton 
Lurry”.  Note the builder’s transfer on the front apron, as the “One Ton Van”, and William Lowe 
at the controls.  He started with the LSMCo in 1896 and went on to become Works Manager of 
the Headquarters Works (North Works and part of South Works, excluding the Body Shop) until 
he retired due to ill health on 29th February, 1928.  (Mike Sutcliffe Collection) 
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 The trip to Paris was an amazing feat of bravery - to take two brand new, 
unproved Steam Wagons all that way, with no engineering facilities to sort out any 
mechanical break-down, or even teething troubles, defi es belief.  They must have had 
a marvellous sense of achievement in getting there, and back, but what a disappoint-
ment to be so far away from home, competing against very experienced manufacturers 
and in a country where their national pride may have not allowed a full recognition 
of the achievement of these two wagons (remember the Monte Carlo Mini Coopers 
of the late 1960s ?).
 The Wagons taken to Paris in November 1898 were the 15cwt sporting brake/
luggage van (described as a one ton steam van in James Sumner’s article) and a 3-ton 
steam wagon - but which one?  It could have been the “4-ton Lurry”, prior to its sale to 
Fox Bros & Co, or even the Liverpool wagon prior to delivery to Liverpool, however 
James Sumner referred to a “well known gentleman in the Commercial world” and 
this may have been Theodore Carr of Carlisle.  He had already purchased the tri-car 
and the steam car a few years earlier and was clearly a steam enthusiast.  Carr & Co 
Ltd, Millers of Maryport, in the same area, purchased what was probably the seventh 
wagon built, being the 4-ton wagon entered for the 1899 Liverpool Trials, but this 
wagon was surely too late for the trip to Paris in the Autumn of 1898.  (There could 
even be a French newspaper report somewhere with a photograph just waiting to be 
discovered one day, in which case it may be possible to identify this “3-ton steam 
wagon”)
    The First Liverpool Corporation Wagon
 Liverpool Corporation No 1. as mentioned earlier, was ordered at the end of 
the 1898 Liverpool Trials.  It had a relatively long life for a vehicle of that period, 
surviving to be registered K1501 in December 1903 and it was reported to be still at 

Peek Frean & Co, Liverpool took delivery of this 1-ton van in 1898, probably the last wagon built 
with “cart type” wheel hubs.                      ( Mike Sutcliffe Col-
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to a water spraying wagon to keep down the dust on the roads.  As with the “4 ton 
Lurry” it was oil-fi red with the condenser on the roof, though it was later converted 
to run on coke.  It appears to have been the fi rst one to be fi tted with the new fl atter 
type of bolted on wheel hub, cast in brass with the words “THE LANCASHIRE 
STEAM MOTOR CO. LEYLAND” - even at this early stage the vehicles were 
casually known as “Leylands”.

work in July 1906.  The wagon looked very similar to the machine entered for the 
1898 Trials, except of course that it had a tipping body but it was later converted 

   The Dundee Steam Omnibus
 Ignoring the little “sporting brake” the fi rst steam omnibus built by the Lanca-
shire Steam Motor Co was in the spring of 1899 for service in Scotland.  Scottish Wheel 
and Motor News of 10th May 1899 reported that the fi rm of Stirling was “building 
a Leyland steam bus for Dundee.” It was in fact the 18-seater bus body that Stirling 
built on the Leyland Steam Wagon chassis.
 In 1897 John Stirling launched his “Stirling-Cars” advertising Dogcarts, Stan-
hopes, Victorias, Wagonettes and Vans with delivery from late April onwards.  Most 
of these were on Daimler chassis although there was a report of seeing several Pen-
nington-Stirlings in the factory early in 1899 (where have we heard the name Pen-
nington before ?).  Stirling built other bus bodies to a similar design and later moved 
to Granton in an attempt to break into bus production, but that is another story.  
 The Leyland steam bus was built to the order of the Dundee & District Tram-
ways Co Ltd and was delivered on the 31st May 1899.  The name of the company was 

BELOW: The same wagon after conversion to a 
coke fi red boiler, at work keeping down the dust  in 
Sefton Park, Liverpool, in July 1906. 

  (Liverpool Engineer’s Dept.)

Liverpool Corporation ordered this 4-ton tip wagon 
following the success of the 1898 Liverpool Trials, 
and is seen here on the 26th January 1899.  It was 
the fi rst vehicle with bolted on wheel hub castings. 

 ( Mike Sutcliffe Collection)
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changed appropriately the next day, 1st June, to the Dundee & District Tramway & 
Omnibus Co Ltd, following sale of the tramway to Dundee Corporation on that day.  
The steam bus was again oil-fi red, with condenser on the roof and carried its front 
mounted vertical boiler again behind a neat curved front apron.  Little is known of 
the success or otherwise of the vehicle in Dundee but it is presumably this vehicle 
which was later photographed outside the Belfast Premises of Hutton, Sons & Co, 
coachbuilders, Belfast.  It is said to have been loaned to Henry McNeill of Larne, 
Northern Ireland for the summer of 1901 and may even have been purchased by 
McNeill. This bus was probably the sixth vehicle built by the Leyland Steam Motor 
Co. and the 1899 sales catalogue shows or refers to all six vehicles so far described 
in these notes (No. 1 being the one ton van), together with a seventh which was the 
wagon that took part in the Liverpool Trials in 1899. 

   

 

The Dundee & District Tramways Co took delivery of this 18-seater Stirling bodied steam bus on 
31st May 1899.  Note the new style of makers transfer on the front apron, which lasted until the 
arrival of the oval cast brass plates. The vehicle is seen here at Leyland.                     (BCVMA)

The same steam bus now in the service of Henry McNeill in Larne, N. Ireland (this has previously 
been incorrectly described as a Thornycroft in other publications).                (Bill Montgomery)
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LEYLAND FLEET SERIES: THIRD TITLE

The Leyland Buses of 

Southport Corporation
by Ron Phillips

now available to members from
Victoria Phillips, 16 Victoria Avenue, Grappenhall, Warrington WA4 2PD

Price £6-50, inc. P&P,  cheques payable to ‘The Leyland Society Ltd.’
48pp, art paper, over 40 illustrations, laminated full colour cover.

(Please quote membership number when ordering)
Also still available at £6 (members’ price only) is the fi rst Fleet Series title

The Leyland Buses of Wigan Corporation

 
   BOOK REVIEW -  Samuel Ledgard

(The Prestige Series No.26 from Venture )(Price £9.50)

 Books on Samuel Ledgard are always very welcome as the company was a very interesting inde-
pendent.  It also operated a large number of Leylands and these are well covered in the book, which is up 
to the usual high standard produced by Venture.  Several of the earlier pictures originate from the BCVM 
Archive, including a photograph of one of the fi rst twenty “proof” Leyland Cubs (chassis no.14), with Ley-
land bodywork pictured outside Ham Works.  There are some good “new” pictures of late 1930’s Tigers and 
good coverage of the post-War fl eet including several second-hand Titans and Tigers.
 When Samuel Ledgard died he had amassed an enormous collection of used pre-war vehicles going 
back to the earliest days and they all went for scrap – what an awful shame that the preservation movement 
had not started earlier.  Many of these vehicles must have been photographed at the depot and it would be 
nice to include some of these in Leyland Torque so, if any reader has any of these, would they please be 
good enough to contact the Editor.  The book is a must for the serious enthusiast. (MAS)

   Delay in Publication
 We regret that a delay in the printing process followed by “staff” holidays caused 
a delay in the dispatch of our Fleet Series title on Southport Corporation, originally 
announced for the end of July. All orders will have been dispatched by the time you 
read this.
   Thomas transmission
 The article in Leyland Society Journal No.6 on the petrol-electric transmission 
system invented by Parry Thomas, Chief Engineer of Leyland Motors, brought some 
interesting comments from readers, and a summary was prepared for this edition of 
Leyland Torque. However, this is being held over for a more expert and defi nitive 
explanation of how the system worked to be published in the Winter Edition.
   Subscription Renewal
 If you have not yet renewed your subscription to the Leyland Society for 2004-
2005, this will be the last edition of this magazine that you will receive. 



 As is well known, Leyland Motors supplied bus and coach bodywork on its 
own chassis for many years.  A small part of this story was covered in “The Great 
Disaster”, which chronicled the production of Leyland metal-framed bodies from 1933 
to 1935 and which was published jointly by the BCVM and the PSV Circle in 1997.  
What may not be realised though is the surprisingly large number of non-Leyland 
chassis that carried Leyland bodies – many from this period – and which were fi tted at 
second, third or even fourth hand!  According to my research there were no less than 
eight makes and ten models that could be listed under this heading with the number 
of chassis comprising at least 46 examples, eight of which were double-decked.
 By far and away the operator carrying out the greatest number of transfers of 
second hand Leyland bodies was East Midland Motor Services with, initially, some 
16 AEC Regal 662 models dating from the period 1930-1 given three to four year-
old, metal-framed B35R bodies in 1939.  These were originally fi tted to the BAL and 
BRR-registered batches of TS7s and the Tigers then received new Eastern Coachworks 
bodies of similar layout during the same year.
 In 1945, the already second hand body from Regal VO 5457 (that had originally 
been on Tiger BAL 618), passed to AEC Regal 4 chassis  ANN 528.  Then, between 
September 1947 and October 1948, East Midland placed in service 14 new AEC Regal 
O662s, all but one of which had the already second hand bodies transferred from the 
pre-war Regal 662 chassis, the batch being registered HVO 911-924.  The body on the 
last-mentioned was notably that from Regal 4 ANN 528, by now on its fourth chassis 
in little more than 13 years, only one of which was actually a Leyland product!  The 
Leyland bodies did not last much longer on the new Regal chassis, as all were given 
new Willowbrook B35R bodies in time for them to re-enter service in 1952.
 As if all this was not suffi ciently complex, it may not even be the full story, as 
a Maudslay Marathon carried a Leyland body that could also have originated with 
East Midland - but more about that later.
 As well as the East Midland examples, there were at least two other pre-war 
AEC Regals, plus one from the early post-war period that ran with second hand Ley-
land bodies.  The well-known Staffordshire independent Berresford’s of Cheddleton 
had VD 6506, an ex Central SMT Regal 662 of 1936, which gained the marginally 
newer 1937 body from Potteries Motor Traction Tiger TS8 FEH 321 in 1947 in place 
of its original Pickering C32F coachwork.  In the process, the Leyland body was also 
rebuilt to full front as FB34F.
 The remaining pre-war Regal was United Automobile Services Limited AR13, 
TY 9605 which was new in 1932 and had came under United control in August 1934 
when Orange Brothers Limited became a wholly owned subsidiary.  It received a 
Leyland B32F body that had originally been on 1930 Tiger TS2, UP 3987, of Charlton’s 
Blue Safety Coaches of Hebburn-on-Tyne, a vehicle acquired with United’s share of 
the Charlton business in March 1936. This rebodying took place about March 1941 

     12
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with theTiger subsequently becoming a van  built by the Middlesbrough coachbuilder 
W. G. Edmond and the Regal lasting until 1950 with the Tiger’s old body.  Another 
United Regal, TY 9608, has also been credited with a second hand Leyland body, but 
that appears to be incorrect with the vehicle retaining its original body.

East Midland AEC Regal O662 A23 (HVO 923) in Huntingdon St. Bus Station, Nottingham in 
October 1948, was one of a batch of 14 dating from 1947-8 given bodies transferred from pre-war 
Regals that, in turn, had acquired them from Tiger TS7 chassis, the body on the example shown 
having originally been fi tted to BRR 924 of 1936.                        (Roy Marshall)

Berresford of Cheddleton had this 1936 AEC Regal with the Leyland body from PMT Tiger TS8 
FEH 321, which it had received in 1947.  In the process it was also rebuilt to full front and had 
modifi cations to the windows as well as being given a coach-style fl ash and enlarged front mud-
guards as can be seen in this September 1951 view of it in Longton Bus Stn.         (R.Marshall)
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 The fi nal Regal recorded having a Leyland body was HUP 133 of Baker (G&B) 
of Quarrington Hill, County Durham, which was new in September 1947 with a B34F 
body from an unidentifi ed donor vehicle.  At this time new bodies were very diffi cult 
to come by and the temporary expedient of fi tting an old body to a new chassis was 
of course infi nitely better than having no bus at all.  That on HUP 133 lasted only until 
around 1950 when the chassis was given the second hand 1945 Burlingham bus body 
from 1936 Maudslay ML5G VN 8950, with which it ran until withdrawal in 1957.
 To the best of my knowledge, only one Dennis chassis is recorded having a 
Leyland body; BU 8787, a Lancet of 1935 which is claimed to have run with a B32R 
Leyland body of 1932 vintage, although a photograph of this fascinating vehicle has 
not yet come the author’s way so this cannot be confi rmed.  As an aside though, and 
in the interests of balance, it should be noted that former Sheffi eld  TS4, WJ 3545 of 
1932, was noted in 1948 running for P. Hearn of London with a Dennis centre-entrance 
coach body clearly taken from a mid-thirties Lancet!

This former Sheffi eld Tiger TS4, WJ 3545, of 1932 was photographed at Wembley on FA Cup 
Final day 1948, whilst in the ownership of P. Hearn of London, by which time it had acquired a 
centre-entrance Dennis coach body taken from a mid-thirties Lancet!                    (Alan Cross)

 The solitary Albion known to have carried a Leyland body was GAO 400, a 
CX9 Valkyrie which entered service in March 1947 with Hartness of Penrith bearing 
a B36R body, possibly sourced from a Greenock Motor Service Lion LT7 from the  
VS2723-29 batch of 1935, most of which had been rebodied by Brush in 1946.  This 
vehicle has also been quoted having an Alexander body, but photographic evidence 
confi rms the original body was without doubt a metal-framed Leyland product.
 Only two single deckers now remain to be mentioned, one unusual and the 
other very unusual!  The unusual one is HWO 262 of E. Stephens of Tredegar, a 1949 
Maudslay Marathon III rebodied with a B35R metal-framed body in the early ‘fi fties.  
Although the source of this body is not known, it is suggested it may be one of the 
Leyland bodies from East Midland’s rebodying programme.  Although impossible 
to prove fi fty years on, the rear entrance body combined with the style of destination 
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Hartness  Albion Valkyrie 
GAO 400 has been quoted 
with a second hand Alex-
ander body when new, but 
the photo shows beyond all 
doubt that it had a 1930s 
Leyland metal-framed 
body.  This may have come 
from a Greenock Motor 
Service Lion LT7, most of 
which were rebodied by 
Brush in 1946.

(R.C.Davis)

Some quite bizarre chas-
sis-body combinations 
were created in the early 
post-war years, but espe-
cially noteworthy was this 
Leyland-bodied Maudslay 
Marathon III operated by 
E. Stephens of Tredegar, 
photographed in August 
1954.  New in 1949 with a 
second hand wartime Bur-
lingham body it was then 
rebodied with the second 
hand Leyland body shown 
in the early 1950s. 

 (Ken Swallow)

Even more unusual than  
Maudslay Marathon, was 
Neath & Cardiff Luxury 
Coaches’Gloster Gardner 
6LW WN 7126 which also 
carried a second hand 
Leyland body,  possibly 
sourced from a Tiger 
which had been rebodied 
around the same time.

(Alan Cross)
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box and the availability of this type of body all point to East Midland as the source.  
Ken Swallow came across this fascinating vehicle in August 1954 and noted that the 
body carried a plate with a build date of November 1934, which suggests it entered 
service in 1935 rather than 1936.  If my hunch is correct (and it’s a big “if”), a body 
from one of the BAL 611-619 batch of 1935 would be the likely source.  Ken also had 
the great foresight to photograph this unique combination of chassis and body for 
posterity and for this I am greatly indebted to him.  In original form it has to be said 
that the Maudslay was almost as interesting having a second hand Burlingham util-
ity body which may have come from a Barton Lion LT7, a small batch of which was 
rebodied in 1944 – but that’s another story!
 The saloon in the ‘very unusual’ category has to be a 1934 Gloster Gardner 
6LW.  Yes, this already rare make, which at best comprised only penny numbers, saw 
WN 7126 rebodied with a 32-seat, forward entrance, Leyland metal-framed bus body 
in 1946 for its original owner Neath & Cardiff Luxury Coaches Limited.  The donor 
has not been identifi ed, but it is possible the body could have been from a Tiger re-
bodied around the same time.  It has also been claimed that the body was by Longwell 
Green, but it defi nitely had a Leyland body, although the Bristol-based coachbuilder 
may have had a hand in its rebuilding or transfer.
 Vehicles given second hand double deck Leyland bodies, although much rarer 
than their single deck cousins, are just as interesting with examples on AEC, Daim-
ler, Foden and Guy chassis.  Not surprisingly the Foden was a one-off; ARE 489, an 
SDG6 chassis new in July 1934 and which was given the ageing 1929 Leyland  body 
from Birkenhead Titan TD1 CM 8727 in 1948; the third body it carried during a 15-
year career with its only operator, Green Bus of Rugeley.  The sequence of bodies 
on this chassis has been the source of some discussion, but it now seems accepted 
that the original 26-seat coach body was replaced by a second hand, double deck 
Massey body from West Bromwich Dennis HS, EA 4622, in 1946 and then followed 
a couple of years later by the Leyland body, although the poor condition of the latter 
meant that it survived in this form only until the end of 1949 and was then scrapped.  
In case any of this sounds familiar to readers, the story of this vehicle spanned three 
issues of Leyland Torque, being raised in the Odd Bodies section of No.12 on page 
29, continued on page 26 of No.13 and concluded on page 26 of No.14.

LEFT: AEC Regent VH 2966 was new to the Huddersfi eld 
Joint Omnibus Committee in 1930 with a Short body, but 
it received a second hand Leyland body from Ribble Titan 
TD1 CK 4268 in 1944, when in the ownership of Bristol 
Tramways and lasted in this form until 1950.
                    (Ribble Enthusiasts Club)
RIGHT:The fi rst instance of a wartime Guy Arab being given 
a Leyland body dates from May 1950 when Harper Brothers’ 
5LW-engined Arab I, KRE 850, of December 1942 received 
that from Birmingham TD4 COX 965 of 1937, in place of 
its original Duple utility bodywork.
             (Richard Butler)
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 There are at least three pre-war AEC Regents recorded with Leyland bodywork, 
one of which was Glasgow 266, GE 7298, a 661 chassis new in May 1930 and given 
the L27/24R body from the same operator’s Titan TD1 GE 2434 in 1937.  The TD1 
had a comparatively short passenger-carrying career, being converted to a service 
lorry for the undertaking as early as 1936 following accident damage and the Regent 
ran with the TD1’s Leyland body until scrapped in 1941.
 The other two Regents were new to Huddersfi eld Joint Omnibus Committee; 
VH 2966 in April 1930 with a Short body and VH 4753 in October 1932 with a Northern 
Counties body.  Both were acquired by Wilts & Dorset Motor Services Limited in 
1939 but quickly passed to the Bristol Tramways & Carriage Company Limited later 
in the same year.  Then, during September 1944 the Leyland lowbridge body from 
Ribble TD1 764 (CK 4234), of 1930, was fi tted to VH 4753 and that from Ribble 818 
(CK 4268), of similar model and vintage, passed to VH 2966 in the following month.  
By means of this, Bristol managed to squeeze a few more years of life out of the 
Regents, both of which were latterly on loan to Crosville Motor Services Limited, 
before being withdrawn in 1949 and 1950 respectively and broken up.
 At least four wartime chassis are known to have been the recipients of older 
Leyland bodywork, the latter proving more durable than the inferior timber-framed 
utility bodies originally fi tted.  The fi rst such transfer appears to have been carried out 
by Harper Brothers of Heath Hayes in May 1950 when the 1942 Guy Arab I (5LW)  
KRE 850 had its Duple body replaced by the H28/24R body from COX 965, a TD4c 
new to Birmingham in 1937.  The Titan’s chassis wasn’t wasted however as it then 
received the Burlingham B32F body from Harper’s RF 8527, a 1931 Morris Dicta-
tor on which it had been a rebody. The next such transfer seems to have occurred 
in 1953 when Bamber Bridge Motor Services had the former Reading Corporation 
Guy BRD 755 of 1943 rebodied with the L27/26R Vee-front metal-framed body from 
the operator’s own Leyland Titan TD4 ATD 596 of 1935.  This replaced the Strachan 
body originally fi tted to the Gardner 5LW-engined Guy Arab I chassis, the resulting 
very distinctive vehicle remaining in service with Bamber Bridge Motor Services 
until sold in 1955.
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 The Harper Guy which received a former Birmingham body, was not the only 
utility to be thus treated, as former Glasgow Daimler CWA6, DUS 437, was given that 
from TD6c FOF 288 in 1954 by Lanarkshire independent Laurie of Hamilton who 
operated under the Chieftain fl eet name.  Laurie was especially active in body swap-
ping with at least fi ve of the fi rm’s ex-Birmingham vehicles donating their bodies to 
newer chassis during the period 1954-1960, although this appears to have been the 
only one involving the pairing of a Leyland body with a non-Leyland chassis.   It is 
worth mentioning that Laurie also created an unusual all-Leyland PD2/1 around 1960 

In 1953 Bamber Bridge Motor Services replaced the Strachan utility body on former Reading 
Corporation Guy Arab I BRD 755 of 1943 with the signifi cantly older 1935 Vee-front metal-framed 
body from Leyland Titan TD4, ATD 596.  It ran for the operator in this form until withdrawn 
and sold in 1955.               (Ted Jones)

A Leyland-bodied Leyland doesn’t really come within the terms of this article, but Laurie’s  HD 
7826 is nonetheless very interesting with the unique combination of a 1939 Leyland body from 
Birmingham on a 1948 YWD PD2/1 chassis, originally fi tted with a Brush body.    (Photobus)
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by combining the 1939 Leyland body from Birmingham TD6c FOF 307 with the 1948 
chassis of Yorkshire Woollen District 543, HD 7826, new with a Brush body.
 Another Daimler CWA6 sporting a Leyland body was BEA 735, a 1945 example 
new to West Bromwich Corporation,  and which received the H28/26R body from EA 
9000, a Titan TD5c of 1937, the only Leyland to be owned from new by the undertak-
ing prior to a small batch of Tiger Cubs in 1958.  This change was effected in 1955 
and one cannot help but wonder whether it was in some small way infl uenced by the 
desire to be rid of a non-standard Leyland vehicle in a mostly Daimler fl eet.
 Although that concludes this survey of Leyland bodies on non-Leyland chas-
sis, there are a few examples that might be thought to have had Leyland bodies, but 
didn’t.  For example, Western SMT took delivery of Massey-bodied Guy Arab II 5LW, 
ASD 253, in 1943 but some time later in its career, probably around 1956, it took on a 
Leyland-like appearance, its body seeming at fi rst glance to be similar to those fi tted 
in their hundreds on PD2/1 chassis.  It has been claimed that it acquired the second 
hand body from Western’s Leyland TD5 CS 7037, a vehicle that conveniently lost its 
body at around the same time, however it appears the original Massey utility body 
was retained, albeit rebuilt using post-war Leyland parts.
 And in Dublin, Coras Iompair Eireann (CIE) had a batch of six Daimler CW 
chassis and a solitary AEC Regent II, all dating from 1946, and which any self-re-
specting enthusiast would have sworn had pre-war Leyland bodies.  Despite their 
convincing appearance however, all had CIE bodies that were, of course, copies of 
‘thirties Leyland practice,(see Torque No.21, page 31).  But I will not continue that 
line of thought for fear of introducing too many complications!
     In conclusion, I should stress that this article does not claim to be a complete record of 
the re-use of Leyland bodies on non-Leyland chassis and there may well be others.  Need-
less to say I would be delighted to hear from any reader who can add further vehicles to the 
total and especially interested in any photographs that may exist of such vehicles.  As ever, 
I have tapped into the wealth of vehicle information that is to be found in the fl eet histories 
and other publications produced by the PSV Circle and membership of this organisation is 
warmly recommended.

  

A convincing “Leyland” body was carried by WSMT Guy Arab II ASD 253 of 1943 which seems 
to have retained its original Massey body rebuilt using Leyland components.       (Don Akrigg) 
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LIST OF non-LEYLAND CHASSIS which CARRIED LEYLAND BODYWORK

BU 8787 Ds Lt 170969  B32R  1938  Unknown operator
GE 7298 AEC Rt 661106  L27/24R 1937  Glasgow 266 (GE 2434) 
TY 9605 AEC Rl 6621331 B32F  c.1941  United AR13  (UP 3987)
VD 6506 AEC Rl 6621925 FB34F  1947  Berresford 12 (FEH 321)
VH 2966 AEC Rt 661542  L27/24R 10/1944 Bristol TCC 3611(CK 4268) 
VH 4753 AEC Rt 6611929 L27/24R 9/1944  Bristol TCC 3610(CK 4234)
VO 4071 AEC Rl 662336  B35R  1939  East Midland N1 (BAL 616)
VO 4073 AEC Rl 662338  B35R  1939  East Midland N3 (BAL 615) 
VO 4074 AEC Rl 662339  B35R  1939  East Midland N4 (BAL 619) 
VO 4075 AEC Rl 662340  B35R  1939  East Midland N5 (BAL 611) 
VO 4077 AEC Rl 662342  B35R  1939  East Midland N7 (BAL 617) 
VO 4078 AEC Rl 662343  B35R  1939  East Midland N8 (BAL 612) 
VO 4079 AEC Rl 662344  B35R  1939  East Midland N9 (BAL 613) 
VO 4080 AEC Rl 662345  B35R  1939  East Midland N2 (BAL 614) 
VO 5457 AEC Rl 662938  B35R  1939  East Midland N6 (BAL 618) 
VO 5609 AEC Rl 662988  B35R  1939  East Midland L9   (BRR 922) 
VO 5610 AEC Rl 662989  B35R  1939  East Midland L10 (BRR 923) 
VO 5611 AEC Rl 662990  B35R  1939  East Midland L11 (BRR 924) 
VO 5612 AEC Rl 662991  B35R  1939  East Midland L12 (BRR 925) 
VO 5613 AEC Rl 662992  B35R  1939  East Midland L13 (BRR 921) 
VO 5614 AEC Rl 662993  B35R  1939  East Midland L14 (BRR 926) 
VO 5615 AEC Rl 662994  B35R  1939  East Midland L15 (BRR 920) 
WN 7126 GRC 6LW 31285 B32F  1946  Neath & Cardiff   
ANN 528 AEC Rl 4 642034 B35R  1945  East Midland L28 (V0 5457) 
ARE 489 Fn SDG6 15854 L26/24R 1948  Green Bus, 28 (CM 8727)
BEA 735 Dr CWA6 11972  H28/26R 1955  West Bromwich 125 (EA 9000) 
BRD 755 Gy Ab I 5LW FD25644 L27/26R 1953  Bamber Bridge MS 4 (ATD 596) 
DUS 437 Dr CWA6 11920  H28/24R 1954  Laurie, Hamilton 43 (FOF 288)
GAO 400 An CX9 58043A  B36R  3/1947  Hartness, Penrith  
HUP 133 AEC Rl O6625625 B34F  9/1947  Baker, Quarrington Hill 23
HVO 911 AEC Rl O6625508 B35R  9/1947  East Midland A11 (VO 5613)
HVO 912 AEC Rl O6625505 B35R  9/1947  East Midland A12 (VO 5612)
HVO 913 AEC Rl O6625513 B35R  11/1947  East Midland A13 (VO 4080)
HVO 914 AEC Rl O6625516 B35R  12/1947 East Midland A14 (VO 4075)
HVO 915 AEC Rl O6625511 B35R  1/1948  East Midland A15 (VO 5609)
HVO 916 AEC Rl O6625517 B35R  3/1948  East Midland A16 (VO 5615)
HVO 917 AEC Rl O6625515 B35R  4/1948  East Midland A17 (VO 5614)
HVO 918 AEC Rl O6625506 B35R  5/1948  East Midland A18 (VO 4074)
HVO 919 AEC Rl O6625507 B35R  6/1948  East Midland A19 (VO 4073)
HVO 920 AEC Rl O6625509 B35R  6/1948  East Midland A20 (VO 5610)
HVO 921 AEC Rl O6625518 B35R  7/1948  East Midland A21 (VO 4078)
HVO 922 AEC Rl O6625510 B35R  7/1948  East Midland A22 (VO 4079)
HVO 923 AEC Rl O6625514 B35R  7/1948  East Midland A23 (VO 5611)
HVO 924 AEC Rl O6625512 B35R  10/1948 East Midland A24 (ANN 528)
HWO 262 Mly Mn III 70494 B35R  c.1951  E. Stephens, Tredegar  
KRE 850 Gy Ab I 5LW FD25710 H28/24R 1950  Harper 23 (COX 965)0

     The booklet mentioned above by Mike Fenton, “Leyland Metal Framed Bus Bodies,1933-
1935, The Great Disaster” is a list  of bodies built by Leyland during that period with text 
and illustrations explaining the problems encountered with the “vee-front” double deckers 
and their single deck counterparts. The book was published jointly by the PSV Circle and the 
BCVM, and copies are still available, price £3-50 including postage and packing from: 

British Commercial Vehicle Museum,
King Street,

Leyland,
Preston  PR5 1LE.
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Edited by Wilf Dodds. All correspondence to the Editor, Mike Sutcliffe. 

  89. Body construction to Leyland design (Torque Nos.18-24)
       Geoff Lumb of Huddersfi eld puts forward three more builders of Leyland-
style bodywork: (1) Sheffi eld Corporation Transport Department with a batch of 
“Edinburgh type” look-a-likes on new Leyland SGs and rebodied AECs in the years 
1922-24, these being constructed at Queens Road Works, (2) Joseph Ramsden Ltd. 
of Valley Road Works, Liversedge, Yorks. on a Lion LSC1 for G.H.Kilburn & Sons 
Ltd. (t/a Ideal), Heckmondwyke (No 34, WU 2285) and (3) Fielding & Bottomley of 
Halifax on, at least, one Tiger. He questions whether any other Kilburn Lion(s) had 
Ramsden bodywork (WU 2285 is the only one recorded in Leyland sales ledgers as 
delivered as chassis-only, but two others, WW 4042/3, appear to be missing from the 
ledgers). Geoff also wonders if two Ledgard, Leeds, LSC Lions (Torque No.18, page 
16) might also be by Ramsden. The Fielding & Bottomley Tiger is more complex and 
deserves a paragraph to itself. 
See page 43 of “Letters” in this issue. 

Ideal Lion WU 2285, Joseph Ramsden body.

   101. Olympian designation 
         John Carman of Guernsey writes: 
‘having been a draughtsman at Weymanns
at the time of the Olympians, I understood 
“LW” to mean lightweight.  The Weymann
body series were “M” (Metal-framed or to Metro-Cammell-Weymann patents, ef-
fectively the same thing), “W” (London Transport designed, not to MCW patents, so 
“W” for Weymann), and “L” (Olympics, both HR and EL series, “L” representing 
Leyland). “LW” was used for the Olympians which were a lightweight version of the 
“L”, but this cannot mean “Leyland-Weymann” as these were to MCW patents. So 
“LW” was purely a Weymann code and we are still without a Leyland designation. 
Going back to Neil Steele’s suggestion (Torque No. 24) that the “S” suffi x could mean 
Syncromesh, Eric Ogden of Oldham, refers to the list in Doug Jack’s “Leyland Bus 
(Mk2)” which indicates that all Olympics, were Syncromesh! 
   103. Substitute TD1 in Jersey (Torque Nos. 23,24)
        John Carman and Eric Ogden have written with further information on Major 
Francis Henry Blakeway, A.M.I.Mech.E.  He had been a salesman with Leyland Mo-
tors Ltd. and succeeded Mr.W.N.Poingdestre as General Manager of Jersey M.T.Co. 
Ltd. in August 1931. When he arrived on the Island on 4th August, 1931, he brought 
with him on the ferry a complete Hybridge  TD1, to be registered J 5817.  It was in 
the livery of Chatham & District Traction Co. Ltd. and remained in that livery for 
some time. This was the fi rst modern double decker on the Island and not even the 
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directors knew it was coming until it was drawn up to the offi ces at the Weighbridge 
where all who saw it were astonished!   The local authorities at fi rst refused permis-
sion for it to operate but, after JMT had removed the overhanging branches along the 
route, it was allowed to work on the Gorey - St. Aubin service.
 Major Blakeway was described as “an experienced engineer 
with a splendid record of service and excellent credentials …..
coming from the well known fi rm of Leyland”. Ledgers show that
Turner & Blakeway’s last delivery for Leyland had been of a Lion 
LSC1 in November 1926. He returned to England in 1939 to avoid
the German occupation and returned in 1946, going on with JMT
until retirement in 1960. 
   104. Cornish  Comet? (Torque No. 24)
        Several responses here; Malcolm Wilford of Wakefi eld identifi es SRL 901 as 
Comet ECOS2/1R, chassis number 543641, line number 14, built in August 1954 for 
Jackson Brothers of Penzance. Dr. Michael Taylor of Kidderminster notes that this 
vehicle was bodied by Bonallack & Sons Ltd. and in fact, appeared on their stand 
at the 1954 Commercial Motor Show, and M.Ostick of Stockport rounds the matter 
off with a copy of a Bonallack (Basildon) advert from June 1954 indicating that they 
were the suppliers of the standard cab for the forward-control Comet. The second 
picture, a Comet 90, 5 cu.yd. tipper, was on the Leyland stand at the Scottish Show 
of November 1953; this time the body was by Holmes (Preston) Ltd. (Homalloy), 
but somehow lacks the “macho” appearance one might expect of a tipper ( - in fact, 
it would seem to have been designed by two people who did not speak to each other 
– one for the roof and the other designing the windows! – Ed.)

Major Blakeway

LEFT: A press advertisement for the light-
weight Bonallack cab intended for the then 
new forward control Comet ECOS series.
BELOW: A strangely styled cab built by
Homalloy on the same chassis.
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      105. PD1 to Nowhere (Torque No. 24)
         Tony Hall of Birmingham has solved this one, pointing to a pair of photographs 
in Alan Townsin’s “Best of British Buses No 10 – Postwar Regents” depicting City of 
Oxford Regents delivered c.10/1946 which are similarly devoid of destination boxes, 
though in this case the apertures seem to have been cut and panelled over. The cap-
tion gives the reason as a shortage of destination equipment at the time and CoMS 
solved it, in one instance at least, by painting the destinations on the panelling - an 
early example of “route branding”. 
   106. Gloucestershire Tearoom (Torque No. 24)
        Peter Greaves of Hook adds that his records show CK 4099 to have had the Duple 
body by 1941, but knows nothing of the body’s origin. The “alternative CK 4099” 
appears below, supposedly en-route to Winkleigh. Can this be positively identifi ed, 
and can the present whereabouts of both Tigers be reported please? 

               Photo by late Bob Mack

   107. The New Motoring Game.
          Geoff Lumb has sent a snippet regarding a new (well, nearly new) game put 
out by Leyland, as can be seen from the following news cutting from

  THE WORLD’S CARRIERS                                                   
(edition of JUNE 16, 1924)

       The New Motoring Game-
We have received from Messrs. Leyland Motors Limited, the well-known makers 
of the Leyland commercial steam and petrol vehicles, a new and very fascinating 
game called “Trojana.” This clever game has been invented by Mr. E. E. Nicholson, 
the  Publicity Manager, to popularize still further the Trojan Car which has already 
attained a great measure of success.

Needless to say the Editor wants one – please !   Has anyone seen or heard of this?  

 



ANSELL’S BREWERY - LOADING T

A fi ne view of Ansell’s Brewery. The Comet on the left is JOB 585, No.199; in the centre is a drawbar trailer wi
right is Leyland Steer MOM 122, fl eet number 260. This vehicle is also featured elsewhere, pulling a drawbar t
KOG 945.               
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25THE DRAYS IN SEPTEMBER 1953

ith small road wheels (note the unusual position of the spare wheel) which carries fl eet number 17, and on the 
trailer similar to the one seen here. Finally, on the far right is a smaller dray on Thornycroft chassis, registered 
                                                                  (BCVMA)
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 Replies from Andrew Spriggs, Brian Veale, Tony Hall, Eric Ogden, Gerry Bix-
ley, Maurice Doggett, Peter Greaves, Paul Rouet and Dr Michael Taylor – thankyou 
all!
Much of my stock for this column comprises various postwar Leyland Tigers from 
the Midlands and North of England and to increase variety may we ask for some 
older vehicles, particularly from the South of England, and also vehicles from the 
1960s and later.
 Bullock & France, FFY 390 (Torque No. 22)
Dr Michael Taylor also states that this coach had a 1938 Plaxton body.
 ‘The Ivy’ Lincs, XS 5082 (Torque No.23)
Tony Hall reminds me that Holbeach St. John is in Lincolnshire. Oh dear – I passed 
it on a recent journey to Kings Lynn.

  Feature  edited  by  BOB  KELL

Please  send all correspondence via the Editor, Mike Sutcliffe

 R. H. Harrison Leyland Cub, TJ 9343 (Torque No. 23)
Dr Michael Taylor had this coach noted as a Duple body and says it ran until 1960, 
presumably in summers only.
 Two Royal Tigers (Torque No. 24)
 1. MPW 444 
Our contributors were unanimous on this. Coachwork by Churchill Constructors of 
Norwich, C41C, on this 1951 PSU1/15 chassis 510340, line no. 321, for Brown, Norfolk 
Coachways of Attleborough. Tony Hall believes this was Churchill’s only body on a 
Royal Tiger – the fi rm did appear to body mainly light and medium-weight chassis.                             
 2. Garner, Bridge of Weir MWT 476
While Salmesbury was suggested, the concensus appears to be for Santus of Wigan 
as the coachbuilder. This was a 1953 PSU1/16 chassis 530357, line no. 1452, again 
with a C41C body. The coach was new to W. C. Fordor & Sons of Bingley, Yorks., 
who later sold their business to Wallace Arnold.

 

Eric Ogden has sent an-
other picture following 
Peter Tulloch’s request 
re Scottish bodies.On the 
right is a  photograph of 
DFR346, a  Scottish Avia-
tion bodied PS Tiger.
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 Leyland Lions with double-deck bodies
Colin Shears, in sending in this picture of a Birch Bros. double-decker body on a 
1935 Leyland Lion LT7 chassis (Chassis no.6551)  asks if this was the only one 
which was treated thus. No, it wasn’t Colin, I know of a LT5A Lion, JP 42, for Leon 
of Finningley, Doncaster which was fi tted with a replacement wartime Northern 
Coachbuilders centre-entrance highbridge utility body. Oddly the Birch Bros vehicle, 
rebodied by Birch in 1944, was both lowbridge and forward-entrance (L48F). Why 
not straightforward rear entrance bodies on these vehicles? I believe that the wheel-
base of the LT5A chassis (17ft 7ins) and the cutting back of the rear of the chassis 
to 26ft in length to meet C.&U. Regs for double-deckers did not allow the platform 
length required, hence the ingenuity. Birch Bros may well have preferred the forward 
entrance in any case. 
Quite by chance, when thumbing through some  Buses Illustrated magazines, I came 
across an amusing article by Tony Peart in ‘Memorable Journeys’ (January 1965).
‘An explosive Lion.  -  Sometimes we travelled on Leon’s grotesque double-deck 
Leyland Lion, JP 42. I never trusted this, because it sometimes burst into fl ames when 
the engine was started, and I always feared it might do it when I was pinned under 
mountains of passengers. Since it was prone to back-fi ring as well, its tendencies 
were altogether too explosive for my liking, so that when it rumbled sedately towards 
me, with or without pyrotechnics, I always stood at a respectful distance and eyed it 
suspiciously’.
Does any reader know of any more 
Lions with double-deck bodies ?

The general lines of the  Northern 
Coachbuilders utility centre entrance 
body of the Leon LT5A Lion are shown in 
this photo, as is the short ‘tail’ beyond the 
rear axle. The bus ran on the Doncaster 
- Finningley route.
             (R.Holmes)

The short distance between the back axle 
and the rear of the bus is also evident in 
this view of Birch’s LT7 double decker. 
Note also the central emergency exit door 
for the lower deck of this vehicle, which 
had a forward entrance and front stair-
case. It is seen in the post-war period and  
is carrying anti-nationalisation slogans 
along the sides of the roof.
     (S.E.Letts) 
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 Marrison, Cudworth, Yorks CK 4189
A confusing puzzle connected with Wilkinsons, Sedgefi eld, Co. Durham, is shown by 
a photograph of this ex-Ribble MS no. 725 ,Tiger TS2 (60791) with dealer, Morrell 
of Leeds, in apparently Wilkinson livery. Wilkinson’s Lion LT5A, UP 8966, was in the 
yard at the same time! Wilkinson’s Tiger TS3, UP 6830, passed to Marrison who must 
have liked the Wilkinson livery so well that he decked his fl eet out similarly including 
the ‘Marrison’ script in the ‘Wilkinson’ logo. But what was the body carried on CK 
4189? –  it doesn’t look like the original Ribble Leyland body and the ‘Plaxton’ body 
from UP 6830 would not fi t.  Can anyone help please?

 

          ( P h o t o g r a p h  b y 
R.Holmes)
 Wilkinson, Sedgefi eld, Co Durham
Whilst on the subject of Wilkinsons,the recent (and acclaimed) book by Peter Cardno 
and David Hillerby on this stage and express operator, for many years a faithful 
Leyland operator, has led to research by Alan Townsin, Mike Sutcliffe and Bob Kell 
which corrects and clarifi es the text and fl eet list as follows:-
 No.17 Lion PLSC TD5044 is also quoted as TD 5014, (45095), ex Singleton, Leyland.
 No.15 Lion LT1 UP4307 (51163) is actually an LT2. It was rebodied by Plaxton in 1937.
 No.18 Lion LT5 UP6829 is not the bus shown on p.27 and was not a ‘pair’ with no. 19.
 No.19 Tiger TS4 UP6830 is the bus depicted and was a very late TS3 (839) and did not    
  have a Leyland body. The builder is unknown but was probably Plaxton.
 No. 31 Tiger TS8 DUP692. Although widely quoted as NCB C37F, I conclude on balance  
 that this was not so.

 London Area  Vehicles
We have ranged widely over the British Isles recently, so we now turn to vehicles 
associated with the capital.
 Cosy Coaches Leyland Tiger UU 9161
My mother dressed like this on Summer weekends in the 1940s, carefully saving 
clothing coupons. We also had a local Cosy Coaches but I doubt if it was the one 
shown. (Phone Staines 3451) Can anyone tell us more about the vehicle ? (Photo seen 
opposite top from Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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 Leyland Tiger UW 7690
The Tiger below came into Northern Coachbuilders Ltd. in Newcastle for body 
modernisation in 1934/5 for Wm.Young, ‘Ever Ready,’ of South Shields. What was 
its previous history? It carries fl eet number 16 on the bonnet.(Photo R L Kell collec-

 Leyland Tiger TS8 EUW 57
Seen overleaf and showing fl eet number 17 is EUW 57 (which is a 1938 London 
registration) so what is this Tiger with Alexander(??) body doing in Paisley? (Photo 
from Mike Sutcliffe collection)

 Mystery Picture
Seen in Odd Bodies section in Torque 24 was a strange van-like vehicle which can 
be revealed as a test bed for the Leyland Olympic Mark X, of which a fully built up 
version was sent to Canada. This vehicle was built to dimensions and specifi cation 
suitable for use in North America and Canada, and included full insulation to with-
stand extreme temperatures.
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 Banfi eld’s Coaches, London. EDK 101 
I don’t recognise the architecture, but Peter Greaves tells us that beneath it lies a  Ti-
ger TS8 chassis registered in Rochdale. There must be a story behind this. Note the 
narrow hinged door. (Photo from P. Greaves collection)

 Wm Hankinson, Salford. GX 2693
Was this a London Transport Leyland chassis rebodied after sale ? Who built the 
body?  (Photo by S. L. Poole)
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ALAN PRITCHARD on the Warrington PD2/40 Specials

 

 Sankey Street in Warrington runs East-West in the town centre and there were 
plans before World War 2 for it to be widened.  However thanks to the ‘depression’ 
and the efforts of a certain A. Hitler only the section from Bold Street westwards 
to Springfi eld Street was completed.  East of Bold street the carriageway was never 
widened although the main frontage of the new 1930s Marks & Spencer store was 
set back by some 30ft. to allow for this, with a single storey in front of it which could 
have been easily demolished.  In the event the whole of the north side of the narrow 
part was demolished and the street made a pedestrian area in the 1970s.  
 Until the late 1960s the street was used by traffi c in both directions despite be-
ing less than 16ft. between kerbs at its narrowest point; a situation made worse by a 
slight ‘dog-leg’ part way down.  This street was the reason why Warrington Corpora-
tion  had 12 7ft. 6ins. wide PD2s ( Nos. 41-52; BED 722-33C) delivered in the period 
April- June 1965.  At the time I was a Councillor sitting on both the Planning and 
Transport Committees and knowing plans were afoot to make Sankey Street one-way 
from west to east suggested that second hand vehicles be acquired as a ‘stop-gap’ 
measure but the idea was rejected – I suspect partly on the grounds of civic pride!  
Shortly afterwards it became one-way. 
 These 12 PD2s had ‘stick shift’ gearboxes and vacuum brakes but despite be-
ing only 7ft. 6ins. wide they were not described as PD2/41s as one would expect; 
instead they were offi cially described as PD2/40 Specials in both Leyland Motors and 
Corporation records.  Why this was I don’t know but suspect it may be a throw back 
to Leyland having offi cially withdrawn all 7ft. 6ins. wide models from their range in 
1962.  At around 28ft. 6ins. the bodies were  to the maximum length allowed under 
the Construction & Use Regulations on the standard PD2 wheelbase and for post-war 
7ft. 6ins. vehicles were unusual in having front entrances with jack knife doors.  
 Having set the scene, now to the reason for this article!  Whilst looking through 
the Leyland photos at The BCVM Archive in Leyland Ron Phillips came across the 
pictures (overleaf) of  PD2/1 No.80  entering the east end of Sankey St.  and PD2/22 
No. 105  heading east on 29th March 1960 and, knowing the diffi culties caused by 
the street’s narrowness, he suggested I write an article about it. 
 I was born and bred in Warrington and used the Bewsey route countless times 
whilst travelling to and from school and then work so can speak from fi rst hand ex-
perience of how buses passed each other quite safely and only very rarely actually 
touched.  Only Corporation buses used the street, and I don’t know whether there was 
any written instruction to drivers but there was clearly a protocol to be followed in 
that westbound buses gave way to eastbound ones if at all possible. The main east-
west town centre ‘lay-over’ stops were in Buttermarket St. ( the one heading off into 
the distance behind No.80) and whilst negotiating the roundabout which then graced 
Market Gate (again just behind no 80) a driver would have a good view down Sankey 
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Street.  If an eastbound bus was in sight the westbound one would wait either at the 
entrance to the street or alongside Holy Trinity church which is to the right. Once 
they had passed it was then time to proceed very cautiously as the other major prob-
lem was that of pedestrians ‘jay-walking’ from Woolworth’s to Marks & Spencer’s 
which were on opposite sides of the road.  Only towards the west end of the narrow 
part would a driver think of accelerating.
 Sometimes a westbound bus would be in Sankey Street when an eastbound 
one appeared at the far end: the reasons for this being the ‘dog-leg’ referred to earlier 
and the fact that the last eastbound stop was outside The White Hart in the wider 
part of the street which was hidden by older buildings in the narrow part.  Neither 
driver would see the other until they were both committed!  If the westbound bus had 
passed the ‘dog-leg’ there was no problem other than for both to slow right down and 
keep an eye on the offside mirrors to ensure they didn’t touch.  On the other hand 
if the ‘dog-leg’ hadn’t been reached it was a different story, as this was where the 
street and pavements were at their narrowest.  Here, on fi rst sighting the other bus, 
the westbound one would stop with the nearside tyres scuffi ng the kerb and the east-
bound one would slowly inch past, the driver watching the offside mirrors to prevent 
a close encounter of the worst kind.  Once the mirrors had safely passed it was then a 
case of ‘gently does it’ as both drivers inched forward with wheels scuffi ng the kerbs 
and literally no more than a couple of inches separating the vehicles.  Once the rear 
ends had cleared each other the drivers would move away from the kerb and proceed 
cautiously to avoid pedestrians   Only very rarely did a driver take his wheels onto 
the kerb and this was usually when pedestrians had prevented one or other bus from 
taking an ideal line.  
 Drivers of buses on all 4 east-west routes took this in their stride many times 
each day and most passengers thought little of it.  Fortunately the situation was made 
easier by a virtual absence of lorries as most HGV drivers were aware of the problems 
of Sankey St. and very sensibly used the two main alternatives to the north and south.  
When the street became ‘one-way’ for eastbound traffi c westbound buses from But-
termarket St. turned left into Bridge St. right into Rylands St. , continued through to 
Palmyra Sq. and then turned right into Winmarleigh St. before rejoining Sankey St.  
(all streets which had been traversed by trams, except for the right turn from Bridge 
St. into Rylands St.) 
 For an entirely different reason Sankey St. caused problems when the United 
States Army Air Force (USAAF) from Burtonwood Airbase was collecting the civilian 
staff weekly wages from one of the banks on the south side of the street.  These banks 
(Barclay’s and District if my memory hasn’t completely failed me!) were either side 
of a narrow cul-de-sac and it was customary to reverse the USAAF vehicle into it for 
loading as there were substantial amounts of cash involved and Securicor hadn’t been 
invented.  If this wasn’t bad enough there were usually four USAAF guards with side 
arms (revolvers to you and me!) – two on each side of the street.  To my knowledge 
they never used the guns but, no doubt, the sight of them was enough to put off any 
would-be thief.  When the cash was loaded all traffi c was stopped while the vehicle 
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emerged back into Sankey St.  All in all an interesting spectacle but one tended not 
to linger for obvious reasons.
 Despite the narrowness of Sankey St. there were few serious accidents and this 
can only be due to traffi c speed being very slow in such a confi ned area and local 
drivers being aware of the problems. In all the time that I travelled along it by bus I 
can only recall one instance where driving mirrors got tangled up; a problem soon 
sorted at the fi rst westbound stop.  (to be continued) 

 

 

One of Warrington Corporation’s East Lancs bodied PD2/22s (No.105. MED 171) is seen in the 
narrow Sankey St. when it was two-way. The ‘dog-leg’ can be seen behind the bus, but the nar-
rowest part cannot be seen here. This photograph has not been seen before, as it one of a number 
of uncatalogued 35mm. negatives deemed by the Leyland photographic department as not good 
enough for publication, and therefore its existence was not recorded.                    (BCVMA)

Warrington Leyland bodied PD2 No.80 (GED 590) enters Sankey St. going west. It is here that a driver 
would hold his bus to allow an east-bound vehicle to clear the narrowest part.               (BCVMA)
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An Insight by MIKE SUTCLIFFE
 Readers may like to know that I have recently been lucky enough to purchase 
an original letter dated 27th September 1928, sent by Nicholson’s Advertising Ltd. to 
Mr. A. Whalesby-Windsor, the General Sales Manager of Leyland Motors Ltd, and 
the letter is reproduced here for the interest of Leyland Society members.

The fi nal badge – a much more intelligent, and rather “fatherly” looking Titan, who looked 
sternly down on all other road users from his prominent position mounted at the top of a radia-
tor.  (BCVM Archive).  

Blackburn Corporation Titan No.7, new in October 1929, with its radiator fully “decorated”.   
(BCVM Archive).
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 At the time Leyland were about to introduce enamelled oval pictures for the 
header tanks of both lorry and bus radiators, denoting the various models.  There 
were eleven such oval enamelled plates, all made by Messrs Fattorini & Sons, of 
Birmingham, and these were applied to the vehicle radiators in the 1929-31 period, 
with the word “Leyland” and the model name displayed on  an aluminium casting 
fi xed to the bottom right hand side of the radiator core.
 These were magnifi cent items of “street jewellery” and they were possibly 
only surpassed by Leyland with the Royal Tiger Doyen badge of the 1980s.  Does 
any reader have any of these oval badges in their collection – your Editor would be 
very interested to have a colour laser copy of any if possible, please.
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Could this be the artist’s fi rst sketch drawn that night? – he clearly had “a bad night” and, thank 
goodness this badge was never used !              (BCVM Archive)
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   From Robin Barnes, London
   I wonder if you could help me to fi nd the original identity of the Leyland 
National Mk2 that belonged to Donnellys, Granard, Ireland, and previously owned 
by the Knock Shrine Society.  The PSV Circle has long recorded it as being the one 
which went to Russia, but we are convinced for a number of reasons that this is not 
the case.  It is, however, believed to have been some sort of prototype – Donnellys 
report and have shown me the remains of all sorts of extra, non-standard dials and 
sensors, which were fi tted to the vehicle.  They still have the registration document 
for the vehicle although it has been withdrawn for many years now – this shows the 
following: -Make & model Code:  29270
                Year of manufacture:  1978
                Chassis/frame number:  7961705
                Engine number: 7961705
Note that the engine and chassis number quoted are the same, but more interestingly, 
the chassis number is a standard Leyland one and not a Leyland-National one – in-
deed when ordering parts for the vehicle, Donnellys were always told by Leyland 
and subsequently Volvo, that the number they quoted was not correct!   The vehicle 
itself carries no chassis number plate or stamp in the usual National position.  So, 
what we would like to know is, is there any way of tracing the details of the vehicle 
from the Leyland chassis number?

    From John Bradbury, St. Helens
 The photo sent in by Errol Simister in the central pages of Torque No. 24 of 
the Standerwick Tiger near Central Station Blackpool brings back so many memories 
for me.  My parents and I went to Blackpool on holiday and I remember the Stander-
wick, Ribble, Marshalls of Blackpool, Seagull of Blackpool and Abbotts of Blackpool 
coaches.  There would be tours to Fleetwood Market, Morecambe Illuminations and 
also “evening drives”, “afternoon tours” and “mystery tours” etc.  Vehicles on offer 
were Standerwick or Ribble pre-war Tigers, Duple Roadmaster bodied Royal Tigers 
and Leyland bodied centre entrance Royal Tigers.  “Seagull Coaches” had Burlingham 
bodied PS1s and Burlingham and Seagull bodied Royal Tigers.  I don’t remember 
as much about Marshalls or Abbotts but do recollect that Marshalls had some Bur-
lingham bodied coaches, which I think were Tiger PS1s.  At the Central Station the 
drivers would call out to holidaymakers, trying to interest them in the tours.  
Thank you for a great little magazine which I always enjoy reading.

   From J. Nolan, New Brighton
Having returned from the D Day celebrations in France, I read your article appealing 
for photos of interest and captions to accompany them.  I thought the readers would be 
interested in some of the vehicles I saw.  The fi rst one is a Dutch registered Mk2 Ley-
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land Hippo, photographed 
at Asnells, Normandy. 
Then I photographed a 
British registered Leyland 
Hippo at Arromanches on 
7th June, the day after all 
the official ceremonies. 
I also happened upon a 
modern Leyland-DAF at 
Longes-sur-mer, and won-
dered whether it may have 
been in Iraq. As usual there 
was an abundance of Wil-
lys Jeeps and not enough 
British vehicles.  I am go-
ing to Cyprus soon where 
there is still an abundance 
of Leylands, still at work 
every day.

ABOVE is BE-52-63, a Dutch 
registered Mark 2 Hippo with 
the Army number “L26317”.
LEFT is another  British reg-
istered example, MFO 686, 
with Army no. L5855340.

        (All photos by J.Nolan)

Representing the British Army 
of today is this Leyland-DAF 
in “desert” colours. Note the 
sump guard and the left-hand 
driving position.
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   From M. Ostick, Stockport
 I have enclosed a photograph that might be of interest to members, although 
not of the variety that we may wish to see.  It is of a Lancashire Cotton Corporation 
Comet 90 (NVR 516) on its journey north from Manchester to Scotland in February 
1955.  The front part of the load consisted of sheeted cotton bales, but unfortunately 
the driver left a rope hanging down the headboard onto the exhaust pipe, it managed 
to get as far as Riggend in Lanarkshire before catching fi re.  Although the fi re brigade 
were quickly on the scene, the load was lost, but I believe the Comet survived.                

    From Wilf Dodds, Nuneaton
 I have only just caught up with my review of Leyland Torque and would like 
to comment on letters in four issues, Nos. 19-22.
 A fully detailed response on the timing of the accident to Ribble ECK 148 is 
hindered by the lack of complete Ribble allocation lists for 1951/2, and the Motor 
Tax fi le had been destroyed before it could be examined for licensing details.  How-
ever, the vehicle (believed to be ECK 148) in the 1952 Preston Guild procession was 
a complete coach bearing the inscription “The Prestonian” in small lettering on the 
front offside (there do not appear to be any nearside shots, nor any showing the reg-
istration or fl eet number!); I cannot imagine entering even a “spruced-up” accident 
victim would have done Ribble’s reputation any good!  As it was, a Management note 
in the Staff Bulletin for November 1951 had bewailed the appalling accident record 
of the new Royal Tigers, including the fact that 4 had, by then, sustained damage 
requiring “major structural repair”.  Probably ECK 148 had been one of those four, 
but the 1952 Guild Merchant was 23rd August to 6th September 1952, giving ample 
time for its rebuild.  I would have thought a return to Leyland was likely, given that 
similar bodies were in build until 1952.  
  ECK 170 was withdrawn and broken up by the Ribble following the 
7/65 accident. Standerwick FFR 363 was in service, along with all of the rest of the 
Standerwick fl eet on 1/8/54 but was the only delicensed vehicle at 1/9/54, suggesting 
it had come to grief during August; it remained delicensed at 1/3/55 but was back 
in service by 25th of that month. How, though, did it evade seemingly every camera 
with its Leyland body in 1952-54?
 It seems Phil Groves’ 1939 sighting of Eastbourne Lions 13-15 must have been 
“on depot” because, in reply to a Municipal Passenger Transport Association (MPTA) 
request,of 5/7/40, for a “Return of surplus motor buses”, the Corporation replied: 

The cab and cotton bales are well alight in 
this picture of NVR 516 of the Lancashire 
Cotton Corporation of Manchester. Cotton 
in bales was extremely fl ammable and in 
steam wagon days was often set alight by 
hot emissions from the chimney.
       (M. Ostick)
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“3 x petrol Leyland LT8/9 39-seaters with chassis numbers LT8/303,391.  Torque 
converter 4-speed gearbox.  All-metal body.  These vehicles are for sale.  They were 
delivered new in August 1939 and, although they carry PSV badges and certifi cates, 
they have not been licensed and never been in service.  The only mileage run was on 
delivery from Leyland”.
 If the PSV Circle’s “withdrawal date” of 7/40 refl ects the date of impressment 
by the Military, it is clear that these three never ran for Eastbourne. Even Leyland 
seemed unsure of the model number for this batch, the chassis-build list showing 
LT8 and Sales Ledger LT9 and Eastbourne seems to have been hedging its bets!  
Interestingly, the Leyland records make no mention torque converters, although all 
other Eastbourne Leylands 1934 onwards had them. The caption to the photo (Torque 
No.21 page 44) of LMG 184 should read ex-Eastbourne 15.

   From Ron Thomas, Worcester
 The note at the end of my letter in Torque No.23 from Alan Townsin re Mitchells 
& Butlers “HA” registration numbers was of interest.  They had quite a few numbers 
between HA 1017 and HA 1101 and I have listed what I know from photographs but 
there were probably many more.
Leyland RAF types/early 1920s 4-6 ton included fl eet numbers 47/51/53/45/18/32/35, 
HA1017/23/25/34?/80/89/93?.  Two Leyland Hippos were 24/41, HA 1033/36 and 
the Leyland FE3 6-cylinder fi re engine was HA 1101.  Morris Commercials included 
1/58, 6/57/59-61/56, HA 1047/51-56/10??  From other records my feeling is that 
47/51/53(HA 1017/23/5) were the highest fl eet numbers issued to that date followed 
by 56-61 (HA 10**/53/1/4-6), the other registration numbers taking re-issued fl eet 
nos.  At one time I tended to think that they had been issued with a block of numbers 
HA 1001-1100 plus the fi re engine HA1101 but that would not explain why the RAF 
types had the higher numbers.  One thing is certain though, Mr. A. Howit came across 
one duplication of a HA 10** registration number.
 Still on the subject of Mitchells & 
Butlers, enclosed is a photo of Les Rich-
ards with his ‘Lorry Driver of the Year’ 
winning Beaver No. 109, MHA 964 in 
1959.  It had received its new “Homal-
loy” lightweight cab when I noted it in 
December 1958.  On fl eet re-numbering 
it became 7/7 (7-ton, no.7).

 
  
 
Mitchells & Butlers brewers’ dray (note the 
chains) MHA 964.
     (Ron Thomas collection) 
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   From Allan Condie, Nuneaton
 With regard to pre-War Leyland Titans for Oz, a question has arisen over the 
chassis dimensions of Leyland Titan and AEC Regent chassis supplied to New South 
Wales Department of Transport prior to 1940.  All post-war chassis had 17ft 6ins 
wheelbase.  Now looking at the records, the seating capacity of most of the pre-war 
chassis was the same as the post-war ones, which would indicate a 27ft 6ins length.  
I can fi nd no mention of special chassis dimensions for Australia pre-war but it would 
seem from photographs that the Leyland Titan and AEC Regent chassis were of a 
different wheelbase to home market vehicles.  Can this be confi rmed please?

   From Geoff Lumb, Huddersfi eld
 Enclosed are two photos of early 1920s Leylands.  The fi rst is a saloon bus with 
a front entrance  body by Tom Jackson, a Bradford bodybuilder, the second is of a 
Leyland chara operated by J.& W. Kavanagh, Sheffi eld, registered BU 1280.  Can any 
reader please say who was the operator of the saloon bus and also the original owner 
of BU 1280, an Oldham registration?  (Both buses date from 1919-21 as evidenced by 
the long bonnets with 18 louvres, they are both 4-tonners with bevel drive back axles 
and a fairly long wheelbase; with their low bonnets and radiators this would probably 
make them model M.  BU 1280 had a Leyland built char-a-bancs body – Ed.).

A rather indistinct  press 
photo of a Leyland bus 
bodied by Tom Jackson 
of Bradford. Can anyone 
identify it, please ?

Built on a similar chas-
sis, but seen fi tted with 
pneumatic tyres is this 
Leyland bodied 28 seat 
chara. It is seen on a 
Sunday School Outing. 
To whom was BU 1280 
new ?

  (Photos from G.Lumb)
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  Geoff also provides some intriguing questions re the Fielding & Bottomley 
Tiger which was mentioned on page 21.
         F&B advertised a body for a Tiger TS1 and it is suggested that this vehicle may 
have been the one ordered through Brighouse Motor Agency and supplied as chas-
sis 60025 in August 1928. Leyland Motors’ ledger for B.M.A. quotes the customer 
as D.W.Burn of 11 Albert Ave., Hull, and there is a further entry in October 1928 
cancelling a Burn order, though it is unclear whether this relates to 60025 or to some 
other unallotted chassis.  D.W.Burn, then at Queen St. Garage, Withernsea had sold 
out to East Yorkshire Motor Services Ltd. in October 1926 with 3 Leyland 26-seaters, 
but had obtained a licence from Hull Watch Committee in September 1928 for an 
unspecifi ed vehicle.  No Hull nor East Riding registered Tiger has been located, and 
it does seem that the Burn transaction fell through. West  Riding Motor Tax records 
however reveal an interesting situation with Wilson Haigh of Huddersfi eld taxing a 
new vehicle as WW 8296 with chassis number 60025, engine number 60338 – for the 
period from 12 December 1928 to 31 December of that year. On 24 December 1928 
Wilson Haigh sought (and obtained) a licence to cover the year 1929 for WW 8274, 
this time quoting no chassis/engine numbers but stating that the vehicle was not new 
and had been registered before! So, quite apart from doubts on its bodybuilder and 
initial ownership 60025 had multiple registrations. Can anyone confi rm that the F&B 
body was on chassis 60025, or were there more?  Did Burn operate again after selling 
to East Yorkshire – if so with what?  What was the full history of WW 8274 – it went 
to Huddersfi eld JOC (No 28) in 1934, but cannot have stayed long, passing from an 
owner in Hertfordshire to one in Caernarvonshire in November 1935? Are there other 
photographs of F&B bodies?  They did take delivery, presumably for a customer, in 
March 1927, of Lioness LC1 chassis 45527, which remains to be identifi ed.

   From Fred Boulton, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton
 Here are a few comments on the Summer 2004 issue of Leyland Torque (No.24)
The twin-steer tractor for Bulwark Transport: - excellent picture on page 31, it shows 
the unit with the small 17in front wheels, which gave the weight saving to counter 
the additional front axle and make the model worthwhile.  Unfortunately, the gov-
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ernment changed the “bridge building” formula, which controlled axle spread versus 
gross train weight: it became possible to load up to 32 tons on a 4x2 tractor and the 
model was stillborn.  I have covered the story of its design and concept in previous 
correspondence. Only two prototypes were made and the vehicle was not released to 
production.  It was notable for being the fi rst UK vehicle with spring parking brakes: 
provision of a mechanical handbrake on a steering axle defeated us!
 The caption refers to non-steered 6x2 vehicles succeeding the Steer.  This was 
not so: in the 1960s and 1970s the 6x2 confi guration was never built at Leyland, the 
limited demand being satisfi ed through conversion fi rms such as York Truck Equip-
ment.  Over about 15 years, several business studies were carried out on 6x2s.  The 
problem was simply that Leyland was good at building the 6x4 confi guration and the 
engineering programme, homologation costs and tooling for a non-driven axle for 
limited volumes meant that the 6x2 always came out costing more than the 6x4!
   Landtrain
 I don’t know what project the number T129 was, but Landtrain was T43, as 
mentioned elsewhere in the magazine. It had an unfortunate history:  It was con-
ceived as a replacement for the Super Hippo and Beaver range, with target markets 
being developing countries and especially Nigeria. All the engineering resources at 
Leyland were allocated to other projects and so Landtrain was given to Scammell to 
design and develop.  Scammell naturally expected to manufacture the vehicle as the 
management of the new and still under construction Leyland Assembly Plant were not 
interested in it as a large part of the volume was forecast to be in ckd form.  In fact, 
the LAP did not want to build the 8x4 version of T45 either and so this was given to 
Scammell as their “Bread and Butter” model. Scammell needed a low volume but 
regular production vehicle to pay the overheads and allow them to go for the highly 
profi table specialised markets such as Heavy Haulage, Fire Crash Tenders and Mili-
tary Vehicles.  The old assembly line from Albion Motors was moved to Scammell 
to build the 8x4 and so Scammell lost interest in T43, which was then given to Guy 
in Wolverhampton.  In order to build the new Landtrain, Guy needed to invest in a 
new paint plant, which was duly sanctioned and installed.  Shortly afterwards, the 
management decided to close Guy and move T43 to Bathgate. 
 A few Landtrains were built at Bathgate before the decision was taken to close 
that plant as well.  In the meantime, the Nigerian factory to assembly T43 and T68 
was completed and the Nigerian market collapsed.  Nigeria’s only cash generator 
was oil, and there was a world glut of oil.  As a result, while there was still a demand 
in Nigeria, there was no cash to pay for new trucks.  The residual volumes on T43 
were now such that they could easily be handled by Scammell, and so the product 
was transferred once again. As part of the sale of Leyland Trucks, the government 
wanted to see a reduction in commercial vehicle manufacturing in this country and 
so Scammell still a highly profi table business, was closed.  End of T43.
   T42
 With regard to the query from P.R. Hunwicks, some T42 concepts did survive 
into the T45 programme, most notably the cab system, originally C34 and re-named 
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C40 for T45. T42 took a long distance look at legislation and the engineering concepts 
needed to satisfy it.  The most signifi cant legislative trend at that time was towards 
very low noise levels.  We had already had to produce buses with fully enclosed 
engines and separate cooling systems and it was believed that this would happen 
on trucks.  Higher powered engines produced more heat to water and the size of the 
radiator needed was becoming a packaging problem.  We developed radiators with 
small, high density matrixes which needed a high pressure fan.  A company in Wey-
bridge called Airscrew Howden made a mixed-fl ow fan, which could work against 
high residual pressures, and a joint development programme was instigated to make 
the fabricated airscrew fan live on the end of a crankshaft.  (Haven’t we seen this 
somewhere before?  The Leyland X types of 1906-12 had the fan mounted directly 
on the end of the crankshaft, hence the low radiator position.  The Class X also had 
a twin cam engine with twin spark (dual ignition) Nothing is new ! – Ed.)
 The front end of the truck was made from pressings as the lower half of a clam 
shell, the tilting cab being the upper half.  A conventional ladder frame chassis was 
attached to the rear of the pressed front end structure using “Huck” bolts: these are 
large scale versions of the Advel rivet used in the Leyland-National bus structure. 
Air from the cooling system was ducted through and around the engine enclosure.  
Independent suspension systems were considered and rejected as having no advan-
tage.   Link and coil axle suspension systems such as used on Range Rover were also 
considered and rejected.  For heavy vehicles which do not exceed 70 mph and have 
a high laden to un-laden mass ratio, a conventional axle with parabolic tapered leaf 
springs is hard to beat.  If self-levelling was required, air suspension systems could 
be used and these were certainly considered for the rear axle.
 The connection between the rear ladder frame and the front end structure was 
considered to be a major risk and so early in the T42 concept phase a running prototype 
vehicle was built and pave tested.  At the end of 3000km on the severe Leyland pave 
track, no faults had developed.  The vehicle became a mobile test rig, used to prove 
other systems, fuel tanks and brackets, battery boxes, axles and engine mounts.  After 
many thousands of miles on the pave, most of the vehicle had been replaced, but the 
chassis frame joint was intact. Manufacturing liked the idea of being able to build a 
standard model front end and attach the rear chassis to it as the sales order confi rmed 
or clarifi ed the wheel base requirement, together with the 4x2 or 6x4 confi guration.
 At the programme approval stage for T45 it was apparent that the legislation 
dates and requirements were going back in time and the complex enclosed front end 
was not yet needed.  A conventional frame could be used, but Manufacturing wanted 
to retain the bolted joint with its obvious build advantages.  Senior Engineering staff, 
who were conservative in their outlook, wanted the conventional ladder frame without 
the joint and in the end they prevailed, using the argument that the need for two rear 
frame widths –34ins for the UK and 31.5 for Europe – made the risk untenable.  In 
fact, we had a simple and elegant solution to this problem already designed, but we 
were not allowed to show it and a great opportunity to reduce manufacturing cost and 
complexity was lost. Early T45 tractors had frame related service problems and higher 
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management began to query the decision to tool up a new frame when the Marathon 
unit would have suffi ced.  This was, of course, true, since the frame concept gener-
ated for T42, together with all the design, prototype material and testing which had 
gone into it, was discarded.
   From Ron Phillips, Warrington
 While researching in the Crosville Fleet History (PSVCircle 2PC8) recently I 
came across a reference to a former Plymouth TD2 which passed to a showman and 
is alleged to have  operated as TF 4082. This sent me to an old notebook which told 
me the following information:
 In 5/57 I noted two piano fronted Leylands with showmen in Liverpool, TF 
6082 and TF 7900. I remember the former because it was identifi able as having been 
DR 9851, (Crosville M238) and its former use by Crosville was obvious because of 
the Tilling style indicators. So PSVCircle are wrong in attributing TF 4082 (as far as 
I know no Leyland bus was registered thus) to TF 6082. The Circle state that TF 6082,  
(TD1, Rawtenstall No.56) was sold to a Manchester dealer in 1946 and scrapped. 
What seems more likely is that TF 6082 passed to a showman, was not noted as such, 
and eventually was replaced by DR 9851 (also sold to a Manchester dealer in late 1954, 
and fi rst reported as with the showman in 1955). The new owner simply transferred 
the registration plates of his old vehicle to the new one to avoid the formalities of 
notifying the authorities. One might call this a de facto reregistration of DR 9851 (a 
TD2, chassis no.1254) to TF 6082 (formerly TD1, chassis no.72213).
 But what of TF 7900, also from Rawtenstall Corporation and a TD2, chassis 
no.1108. I saw this in 5/57 and again in 5/58, and the PSVCircle claim this one was 
sold to a Manchester dealer, to a showman 1949-50 and still seen with a showman at 
Southall in 9/58......that seems straightforward.
 And now back to Crosville. This fi rm had another ex Rawtenstall TD2, TJ 570 
on chassis no.2400, with Crosville fl eet number M558. This is stated to have been 
seen being broken up by a Worsley dealer in 1954, but that a vehicle registered TJ 
570 was seen in 1955 with a showman from Bolton. And guess what, both DR 9851 
and TJ 570 were sold by Crosville at the same time to the same dealer. 
 Does any reader know what the spurious TJ 570 might have been ? Does anyone 
know of any other such reregistrations of old Leylands ? 
 

By chance, Mike Sutcliffe has come 
up with a photo of DR 9851 and TJ 
570 standing together and awaiting 
their fate at the Crosville Works at 
Sealand Road, Chester. Note the 
contrast in body styles.
    (Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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  “Monty” the Leyland Bear
 The latest item to be added to the list of Society sales items is “Monty” the Bear. 
Monty is a golden brown plush fabric traditional style “teddy” and comes wearing 
either a navy blue or burgundy polo neck sweater embroidered with the “Leyland 
Motors Ltd” logo.  It is an ideal gift for a loved one especially if “apologies” are 
required  following a longer than expected trip to a rally or to collect a Leyland or 
spares!  Monty is approximately 42cm tall. (This item is “a collectable” and is not 
recommended for children under 4 years old). Price £ 29.95 including P & P. 

 

   6th Rally Memento
 To mark the celebration of 120 years of vehicle design, development and building 
in Leyland, the Society commissioned the production of two badges. Both badges are 
in the form of the famous Leyland Shield and are 28mm in length. The fi rst,of which 
200 were produced, comes in a silver plate and burgundy soft enamel fi nish, presented 
in a plastic presentation box. These badges are £5.00 each including p&p.
 The second is a little more special, fi nished in polished brass and burgundy soft 
enamel and presented in a black plush ring-type box. Each brass badge is numbered 
on the reverse 1 -100 and comes with its own numbered certifi cate of authentication. 
Just a few of these badges remain and will be supplied on a fi rst come fi rst served 
basis at £8.00 including p&p.
Orders to be sent to:- Hon. Vice President, Neil D. Steele (address inside front cover) 
cheques should be made payable to “The Leyland Society Ltd”.

   Clothing
 Leyland Society clothing (see Torque 21)  - available from the above address 
- please remember that these items are  produced individually and can take up to 6 
weeks - so please ORDER EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS !
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Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the Society, its offi cers nor 
the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his attention any errors. Every effort is 
made to give due credit for all photographs and material used. Should there be any unintended breach of 
copyright, then the Editor must be informed to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Pro-
tection Act 1984, the Society gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and 
Leyland Torque dispatch information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information 
is not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe and Ron Phillips, with additional help 
from Neil Steele. Distribution by Victoria Phillips. It was printed by Fretwell Print & Design, Keighley, 
West Yorkshire. Items for inclusion in the Winter 2004 issue should be sent to the Editor by 30th October 
2004, please.

 The photograph above illustrates the after-life of a model name introduced by 
Leyland Motors in 1931. When British-Leyland took over Austin-Morris products, a 
successful van range known as the Sherpa was included. This model was developed, 
and became the “Leyland Sherpa”, later being changed to the “LDV Sherpa”.
The factory building the vans was subsequently sold off to a new entity, Leyland 
DAF Vans (LDV) and a seriers of models were introduced under the names “Pilot”, 
“Convoy” and “Cub”.
 Prior to the BMC merger, Leyland had taken over the Standard -Triumph range, 
which included a 15cwt van known as the “Atlas” which continued in production for 
a while, along with the “2 Tonner” light lorry and minicoach chassis. 

CUB VAN

                       (Photo by Ron Phillips)
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ARCHIVE PHOTOGRAPHS

During the Autumn new lists of  photographs which  will be available for sale in
post-card size are to be issued. The first lists of  both AEC buses and Leyland buses and
lorries from the thirties and forties have now been distributed to existing customers. If you
are interested, send a self addressed envelope in A5 or 22cm x 11cm size to the address
below, and you will receive the lists, details of prices etc.

You may also ask for specific subjects from the archive, but such requests might
involve a search fee.    Archive Photo Service,

B.C.V.M.
King Street
Leyland
Preston PR25 2LE

BACK NUMBERS
LEYLAND TORQUE 1-4

Copies available of No.1 (£4.50), No.2 (£10),
No.3 (12.50) and No.4 (£13.75)

LEYLAND TORQUE 5-24
These issues all available at £5 each

LEYLAND SOCIETY JOURNAL
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For LEYLAND TORQUE

Holding 8 copies £7  (£13.50 for 2)

For SOCIETY JOURNAL
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All prices include postage & packing.

Available from Mike Sutcliffe, Valley Forge
213 Castle Hill Rd.,Totternhoe, Dunstable,

Beds.LU6 2DA
Cheques payable to “The Leyland Society”

SOCIETY SALES
Leyland Society Lapel Badges

Oval (38mm long) in silver & blue  £4 each
1st Rally Memento - Lapel badge

Oval Leyland Radiator badge (1907-13)
£5.50 each

2nd Rally Memento - ‘Employees’ badge
Red, circular £4.50 each
Black, circular £5 each

3rd Rally Memento - Leyland Shield
Silver & blue  £5 each

Leyland “Panther” Badge  £5 each
Windscreen Stickers (Society logo)

Large (5 ins long).£3.50 each
Medium (2.5 ins long) £2.50 each

Small (1.5 ins long) £1.50 each
BONE CHINA MUGS

£5 each  (£19 for 4)
FOR NEW ITEMS

See announcement on page 47

Available from Keith Watson, Leyland,
10 Jefferey Close, Rugeley, 

Staffs, WS15 2NQ






